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ABSTRACT
In eruptive solar flares, termination shocks (TSs), formed when high-speed reconnection outflows
collide with closed dense flaring loops, are believed to be one of the possible candidates for plasma
heating and particle acceleration. In this work, we perform resistive magnetohydrodynamic simula-
tions in a classic Kopp-Pneuman flare configuration to study the formation and evolution of TSs, and
analyze in detail the dynamic features of TSs and variations of the shock strength in space and time.
This research focuses on the fast reconnection phase when plasmoids form and produce small-scale
structures inside the flare current sheet. It is found that the TS emerges once the downward outflow
colliding with closed magnetic loops becomes super-magnetosonic, and immediately becomes highly
dynamical. The morphology of a TS can be flat, oblique, or curved depending on the detailed inter-
actions between the outflows/plasmoids and the highly dynamic plasma in the looptop region. The
TS becomes weaker when a plasmoid is crossing through, or may even be destroyed by well developed
plasmoids and then re-constructed above the plasmoids. We also perform detailed statistical analysis
on important physical quantities along and across the shock front. The density and temperature
ratios range from 1 to 3 across the TS front, and the pressure ratio typically has larger values up to
10. We show that weak guide fields do not strongly affect the Mach number and compression ratios,
and the TS length becomes slightly larger in the case with thermal conduction.
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1. INTRODUCTION
It has been widely accepted that a huge amount of magnetic energy (up to 1032 erg) is violently
released via magnetic reconnection in a typical solar eruption. The released magnetic energy is
quickly converted into bulk plasma kinetic energy, plasma thermal energy, and energy contained in
accelerated energetic particles. However, the exact mechanism for accelerating the charged particles
remains unclear. There are several competing mechanisms for explaining the acceleration of charged
particles in solar flares, including magnetic reconnection electric currents, turbulence/waves, and
fast-mode shocks (see Miller et al. 1997; Zharkova et al. 2011, and references therein).
A termination shock (TS) has been predicted in early solar flare models. In the standard flare
model, also known as the CSHKP model (Carmichael 1964; Sturrock 1968; Hirayama 1974; Kopp &
Pneuman 1976), fast reconnection outflow jets are produced as a result of magnetic reconnection.
They collide with the newly closed magnetic loops and may form a fast-mode TS, if the outflow
speed exceeds the local fast-magnetosonic speed in the looptop region (Forbes & Malherbe 1986).
The flare TS has been suggested as a possible particle accelerator by many authors (Masuda et al.
1994; Shibata et al. 1995; Forbes & Acton 1996; Somov & Kosugi 1997; Tsuneta & Naito 1998; Mann
et al. 2009; Guo et al. 2012; Kong et al. 2013; Li et al. 2013), and is widely adopted in standard flare
model cartoons including the arguably most famous one by Shibata et al. (1995). It may also play an
important role in the heating of plasma in or above the post-reconnection flare loops (e.g., Masuda
et al. 1994; Guidoni et al. 2015) .
The TSs also have been investigated in numerical studies (e.g., Forbes & Malherbe 1986; Forbes
1988; Workman et al. 2011; Takasao et al. 2015). A stationary fast shock is identified in magnetohy-
drodynamic (MHD) numerical experiments with line-tied magnetic reconnection when the downward-
directed reconnection jet encounters the obstacle formed by the closed loops (Forbes 1986). In general,
the shock normal of the flare TS is nearly perpendicular to the magnetic field (i.e., the angle between
the upstream magnetic field and shock normal vector θBn > 45
◦). Forbes (1986) found the existence
of this shock with a compression ratio of 2.0 and a Mach number as high as 2.3. The numerical
simulations by Workman et al. (2011) have shown similar results. Forbes (1986) also pointed out
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that the transition from the supermagnetosonic flow region upstream of the shock to the nearly static
downstream is complicated, and a deflection sheath downstream of the fast shock is necessary for the
formation of fast shocks according to the MHD jump conditions. More recently, structures of TSs
have received more attention in MHD simulations by Takasao et al. (2015) and Takasao & Shibata
(2016). By including essential physics for solar flares such as magnetic reconnection, heat conduction,
and chromospheric evaporation, their numerical model revealed that flare loops and the above-the-
loop-top region are filled with various shocks and waves. They reported multiple shocks, including
horizontal and oblique shocks above the looptop, and found the quasi-periodically oscillations in the
above-the-loop-top regions. This suggests that the structure of TSs is more complex than previously
assumed and could significantly affect energetic electron acceleration and plasma heating, and the
associated observational signatures.
Although TSs are often invoked in the standard solar eruption models, there are few solid observa-
tional constraints because they are difficult to observe. One piece of evidence for TSs is the looptop
radio emission, which shows spectroscopic features similar to solar type II radio bursts (an indication
of shocks in the corona) but with small frequency drift rates (Aurass et al. 2002; Aurass & Mann
2004). If these radio bursts are associated with plasma radiation for which the emission frequency
f ∝ n1/2e (where ne is the plasma density), a small frequency drift rate suggests a slow overall change
of plasma density during the shock evolution, which implies a quasi-standing shock wave located
in the looptop region. Recently, using the Karl G. Jansky Very Large Array (VLA), Chen et al.
(2015) presented radio spectroscopic imaging of an eruptive solar flare event. Their imaging results
showed that a TS, which appeared in the radio dynamic spectrum as a slow-drift type-II-burst-like
feature, is located in the looptop region in front of fast reconnection outflows. The corresponding
RHESSI observation shows that the HXR loop-top source is nearly co-spatial with, but slightly be-
low the shock front delineated by the radio source centroids made at different frequencies, agreeing
well with the scenario that the TS is responsible for accelerating high-energy electrons and produces
HXR emission in the shock downstream region. Furthermore, radio spectroscopic observations have
suggested that the shock is unsteady in nature based on small but nonzero frequency drift in the
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dynamic spectrum (Aurass et al. 2002, 2004). This has been confirmed by the radio imaging studies
in Chen et al. (2015), which showed that the shock front revealed by radio imaging is indeed highly
variable in time.
Chen et al’s observations also show the disruption and restoration of the TS possibly caused by
intermittent reconnection. They reported that the TS front, as delineated by the radio source cen-
troids, reacts dynamically to the arrival of fast plasma downflows. They showed an example in which
the TS front can deviate from its initially close-to-flat geometry and turn into a concave shape during
the arrival of a plasma downflow. Shortly after the interaction the shock front may be restored to
its original state. Their accompanying MHD experiment results (discussed in detail in their Sup-
plementary Materials) show that the TS morphology can be modified either upward or downward,
broadened or narrowed (in its horizontal extent) in response to the arrival of the upstream magnetic
structures and fast plasma flows. Sometimes the TS signature can temporarily disappear from the
loop-top region.
Although the simulation in Chen et al. (2015) has shown that dynamic features of TSs can be
caused by intermittent reconnection and associated small structures, the formation conditions of
these dynamical TSs and their physical properties deem further investigation. In addition, thermal
conduction and guide field were not included in their simulations. In this study, we carry out a
detailed investigation regarding the formation, strength, and dynamics of flare TSs, as well as the
effects of introducing a guide field and thermal conduction on the shock formation and evolution. We
describe the numerical model setup in Section 2. The numerical results are presented in Section 3.
Discussions of implications of the results are given in Section 4, and conclusions are given in Section
5.
2. MODELS
2.1. Overview
Our MHD model follows the classic two-ribbon flare configuration in two dimensions. It has been
used to study the evolution of small-scale structures (e.g., plasmoids) inside the reconnecting current
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sheet, the evolution of magnetic loop and magnetic arch structures (Shen et al., 2011, 2013a), and
the dynamic features of TSs above flare loops (Chen et al., 2015). The simulation starts with a
current sheet in mechanical and thermal equilibrium that separates two regions of magnetic field
with opposite polarity. By adding a small perturbation on the initial equilibrium current sheet,
the system commences to evolve. Magnetic reconnection is initiated gradually from the perturbation
region, which produces two reconnection outflows and forms an arcade of newly-reconnected magnetic
loops anchored at the bottom boundary where the magnetic field has been set to be line-tied on the
photosphere.
The governing resistive MHD equations are as following:
∂ρ
∂t
+∇ · (ρv) = 0, (1)
∂ρv
∂t
+∇ · (ρvv −BB+P∗) = 0, (2)
∂B
∂t
−∇× (v ×B) = ηm∇2B, (3)
∂E
∂t
+∇ · [(E + P ∗)v −B(B · v)] = S, (4)
where P∗ is a diagonal tensor with components P ∗ = P + B2/2 (with P the gas pressure), and E is
the total energy density
E =
P
γ − 1 +
1
2
ρv2 +
B2
2
, (5)
γ = 5/3 is the adiabatic index, and the energy source term S = µ0ηmj
2 +∇|| · κ∇||T , which includes
Ohmic dissipation and thermal conduction. Here µ0, ηm and κ are the magnetic permeability of free
space, magnetic diffusivity, and parallel component of Spitzer thermal conduction tensor.
We normalize above MHD equations to non-dimensional forms using characteristic values in our
calculations: B∗ = B/B0, ρ∗ = ρ/ρ0, p∗ = p/(B20/µ0),v
∗ = v/V0, T ∗ = (β0/2)(T/T0), and J∗ = J/J0
with V0 = B0/
√
µ0ρ0 and β0 = 2µ0p0/B
2
0 . Here an ambient gas pressure p0 depends on β0 which
will be assigned in the following parameter Table 1. We set L0 = 7.5× 104 km, B0 = 0.004 Tesla,
ρ0 = 1.93 × 10−11 kg/m3, T0 = 2 MK, t0 = 92.3 s, V0 = 812.4 km/s, and J0 = 4.2 × 10−5 Am−2 to
model a typical solar flare in following simulations.
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2.2. Code description
We use the Athena code to numerically solve the above MHD equations. Athena is a publicly
available grid-based code for astrophysical MHD (Stone et al. 2008). In this work, we include Ohmic
resistivity in MHD equations, and omit gravity and optically thin cooling. The code is based on
the directionally unsplit high order Godunov method, and combines the corner transport upwind
(CTU) and constrained transport (CT) methods. It provides superior performance for capturing
shocks as well as contact and rotational discontinuities. The low numerical diffusion feature of
Athena code provides a significant advantage for resistive MHD simulations of processes like magnetic
reconnection.
2.3. Initial and boundary conditions
The initial configuration includes a pre-existing Harris-type current sheet along y-direction with
the non-dimensional width w = 0.1 as follows:
Bx(x, y) = 0, (6)
By(x, y) = tanh(x/w), (7)
p(x, y) = (1 + β0 −By(x, y)2)/2, (8)
ρ(x, y) = 2p(x, y)/β0. (9)
In order to have the system evolve rapidly from the initial steady state to a bursty reconnection
phase, we introduce perturbation magnetic field B1x and B1y on this pre-existing current sheet as
follows:
B1x =
2pi
Ly
Apertcos(
pix
Lx
)sin(
2pi(y − yc)
Ly
)B0, (10)
B1y = − pi
Lx
Apertsin(
pix
Lx
)cos(
2pi(y − yc)
Ly
)B0. (11)
Here Apert = 0.01 is the non-dimensional perturbation strength, yc = 0.25 is the perturbation center
along the y− axis. Lx and Ly are non-dimensional perturbation wavelength which are set to 2 and 3.5
in order to minimize perturbations at boundaries. The initial current density, magnetic configuration
and pressure distribution are plotted in Figure 1.
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The boundary conditions are arranged in this following way. The right (x = 1.0), left (x = −1.0),
and top sides (y = 2.0) of the simulation domain are open or free boundaries on which the plasma
and the magnetic flux are allowed to enter or exit freely, and the boundary at the bottom (y = 0.0)
ensures that the magnetic field is line-tied,
∂By(x, 0, t)
∂t
= 0, (12)
and the plasma does not slip and is fixed to the bottom boundary,
v(x, 0, t) = 0, (13)
respectively. For gas pressure and plasma density, we set
∂P (x, y, t)
∂y
|y=0= 0, (14)
and
∂ρ(x, y, t)
∂y
|y=0= 0. (15)
We also set Jz vanish at the bottom boundary as well, namely
Jz = (
∂By
∂x
− ∂Bx
∂y
) |y=0= 0 for t > 0.
Then Bx(x, 0, t) can be set according to the above condition.
2.4. Parameter table
The parameters of our numerical simulation cases are listed in Table 1. In Cases 1 and 2, we fix
the ambient magnetic field strength to B0 and set different gas pressure to change the background
plasma β0 = p0/(B0
2/2µ0). In Cases 3, 4, and 5, we introduce a uniform Bz in the whole calculation
domain to study the effect of magnetic guide field on TSs. In Case 6, we include anisotropic thermal
conduction to compare with Case 7. We also perform simulations from different initial current sheets
in Cases 6 ∼ 7 by setting a sine-type 1 current sheet. Driven by same perturbations, these narrow
1 By(x, y) = sin(pix/2w) when |x| <= w, and By(x, y) = sign(x) when |x| > w (see Shen et al. 2011, in detail).
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sine-type sheets quickly evolve to the fast-reconnection phase when the length-width ratio of the
current sheet exceeds a critical value (e.g.,Ni et al. (2010)) to allow plasmoids to appear. In the late
phases, similar evolution features including reconnection outflows and plasmoids are found in both
types of initial configuration. This indicates that the dynamical TS naturally forms in classic flare
configurations and is insensitive to the particular initial setting. In all seven cases, we use a uniform
resistivity ηm on the whole computational domain, which gives a constant magnetic Reynolds number
Rm = 10
5.
3. RESULTS
Driven by the initial perturbation on magnetic fields defined in Equations (10) and (11), the initial
current sheet becomes thinner and more intense, and eventually develops magnetic islands. In the
following analysis, we focus on Case 1, and show the common features of dynamical termination
shocks. In section 3.1-3.3 we present detailed analysis on the properties and dynamic features of
Table 1. Parameters and setup for all simulation cases
Cases Grids Background β0 Constant Bz Thermal Conduction
1 2048 2048 0.1 0 No
2 2000 2000 0.02 0 No
3 2048 2048 0.1 0.05 No
4 2048 2048 0.1 0.25 No
5 2048 2048 0.1 0.5 No
6 2048 2048 0.1 0 Yes
7 2048 2048 0.1 0 No
Note—Magnetic Reynolds number Rm = 10
5. Cases 6 ∼ 7 are initialized from sine type current sheets (see
details in Shen et al. (2011)).
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Figure 1. The evolution of current-density magnitude |J |, y component of velocity Vy and pressure P . At
the early phase (t = 0, 60t0), magnetic reconnection steadily takes place. After t = 90t0, rapid reconnection
appears as plasmoids develop inside the current sheet. Later, the reconnection becomes violent and more
fine structures appear in this unsteady phase.
the termination shock. In section 3.4, we will discuss effects of magnetic guide field, and present
simulations including classical Spitzer thermal conduction (Spitzer 1962) in section 3.5.
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Figure 1 shows the evolution of the magnitude of current density |J |, velocity in the y-direction
Vy, and pressure P . In the beginning, the magnetic field starts to diffuse at the X-point where
perturbation is introduced. The magnetic fields at two sides of the current sheet slowly move toward
one another due to the Lorentz force attraction between the field lines of opposite polarity. A pair of
magnetic outflows gradually form and closed magnetic loops accumulate below the reconnection site
due to the reconnected magnetic flux. This process gradually squeezes the initial current sheet, and
the sheet narrows until it becomes intensified (|J | is higher than 300 J0 after time 90 t0) and thin
enough that the tearing mode grows and becomes nonlinear (e.g., see Furth et al. 1963; Loureiro
et al. 2007; Ni et al. 2010). At this time, many magnetic islands appear inside the sheet and
reconnection suddenly becomes violent. The reconnection outflow speed is significantly enhanced,
reaching a maximum speed of 0.7 V0. The fast reconnection results in the rapid growth of closed
magnetic loops, which would be observed as hot flaring loops (see Figure 1).
We find that the TS develops when the downward plasma flow has a speed exceeding the local
maximum fast-magnetosonic speed and it is stopped by the magnetic loop. As shown in Figure 2, the
reconnection downward outflow rapidly increases after time 89t0, and the outflow speed first exceeds
the local fast magnetosonic speed along the reconnecting current sheet. During this period, the
significantly enhanced current density indicates the reconnection becomes more efficient and violent
as well. We also monitor properties in flare loop-top regions and show how average magnetic field
strength, average density and average fast magnetosonic speed change with time in panels (d)− (f).
It is clear that amount of magnetic flux and density has been accumulated as the rapid reconnection
was taking place, and a strong magnetic loop has been formed after 89t0 and becomes more dense
after 94t0. After 95t0, the loop-top density decreases as the inflow plasma gets thinner during later
phases of the fast magnetic reconnection. This relatively steady magnetic loop structure is important
for the formation of TSs, as it becomes an obstacle that stops the downward super-magnetosonic
outflows. Note we do not include chromospheric evaporation in the current study, which would
greatly enhance the density of the post-flare loops and possibly, facilitate the shock formation as the
local Alfve´n speed is inversely proportional to
√
ρ.
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Figure 2. The maximum current-density, downward outflow speed and Mach number (M =
v/(C2s + V
2
a )
1/2
) and average magnetic field strength, average density and average fast magnetosonic speed
in loop-top regions within 0.1L0 heights below the end point of downward outflows. Here v is plasma flow
speed, Cs is the local sound speed, and Va is Alfve´n speed. The dashed black line indicates the time 89t0
when the downward flow first exceeds the local fast magnetosonic speed.
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3.1. Jump condition and Morphology
We first analyze the velocity distribution above the flare magnetic loops to identify the exact
location of the TS front. The plasma velocity should be super-fast-magnetosonic on the upstream side
and become sub-fast-magnetosonic on the post-shock (or downstream) side, respectively. Therefore,
we plot the Mach number defined by v/
√
C2s + V
2
a , the ratio of plasma velocity over the maximum
fast-magnetosonic speed perpendicular to B in Figure 3(a) to show the surface of TS front. It is clear
that the downward reconnection flow Mach number steps from above 1.4 to less than 1.0 crossing
a sharp boundary, which is the TS front. The TS front can also be easily identified by examining
the velocity divergence (∇ · v) map (Figure 3(b)): it appears as a sharp layer with negative values of
∇ · v, as strong compression is expected in the immediate vicinity of the shock. In Figure 3(b), the
shock front is delineated in the ∇ · v map as a thin, red curve, and its location matches well with the
sharp discontinuity in the Mach number map in Figure 3(a).
We then represent primary variables in the co-moving frame with the TS front and compute the
fast mode Mach number (MF ). Based on the ∇ · v map, we can fit the TS front profile using 8 order
polynomial fitting as shown by dotted line in Figure 3(b), and obtain the spatial position of the TS
front. We then estimate the TS normal velocity (vTSn) using backward difference in time between
current and previous frames. For each point on the TS front, we find its previous position (e.g.,
t = 95.9t0) along the TS normal direction, measure moving distance of the chosen point during this
period, and obtain vTSn (see Figure 3(c)). At each position along the TS front curve, we choose a set
of sampling cuts along the local TS normal direction as shown in Figure 3(b), and obtain the normal
component of primary variables along these cutting lines. Then the fast mode Mach number can be
calculated by: MF = |vTSn−vn|/CF . Here vTSn is the normal TS velocity at each sampling cut, vn is
the normal velocity of plasma flows to the TS, and CF = [
1
2
(C2s+V
2
a +
√
(C2s + V
2
a )
2 − 4C2sV 2a cosθ2Bn]1/2
is the local magnetosonic fast-mode wave speed, and θBn is the angle between the local magnetic field
and the shock normal. We show distributions of MF along these chosen sampling cutting lines in
Figure 3(d). Here the horizontal axis is for x− location of the TS, and the perpendicular axis is the
distance away from the TS front along each of cutting lines. It can be seen that MF sharply jumps
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between upstream and downstream regions. For example, along the green cutting line, MF is as high
as ∼ 1.8 on the upstream side and less than one on the downstream side. This jump sharply occurs
in 2 ∼ 3 grid sizes. At the left and right ends along the TS front, the compression becomes very
weak as shown on the ∇ · v map. Therefore, we can see the fast mode Mach number reduces to one
at the blue and orange cuts, and even less than one outside these two lines. We then can estimate
the expansion length of the TS front in x− direction, which ranges from ∼ −0.023 to ∼ 0.02 in the
condition MF > 1.
Furthermore, we investigate other MHD variables across the TS front. These quantities shown
in Figure 4 include: (a) velocity divergence (∇ · v) and fast-mode Mach number (MF ), (b) gas
pressure (p), density(ρ) and temperature(T ), (c) normal component Bn and transverse component
Bt of magnetic field, (d) velocity components vn and vt, (e) mass flux component ρvn and magnetic
flux component Btvn−Bnvt, (f) momentum flux p+B2/2−Bn2+ρv2n and energy flux (p+B2/2)vn−
Bn(B · v) + (ρe+ ρv2/2 +B2/2)vn.
The transition of pressure between upstream and downstream regions is very sharp, and jumps
from 0.1 to around 0.38. The location of the shock front also can be identified by the minimum
∇ · v, which matches well with the pressure jump. Similar sharp jumps can also be found in density,
temperature, and the transverse magnetic component Bt and normal velocity competent Vn profiles
in Figure 4(b) ∼ (d). It is worth noting that we do not resolve the real dissipation scale of the shock
front (e.g., the order of ion skin depth) in these MHD numerical experiments because that scale is
extremely narrow in high temperature plasmas such as the solar corona. Nevertheless, the transition
still can be well-approximated as a discontinuous change between two sides of the shock front. As
we can observe in Figure 4(a), the discontinuity is not infinite thin, with a thickness of roughly 2 ∼ 3
cells, which is a reasonable value in the shock capture MHD scheme. In Figure 4, we show this area
with 3 cells as gray shades.
It is noticed that the magnetic field component Bn (blue curve in Figure 4(c)) is small relative to
the transverse component Bt, but it does not vanish either on the upstream or downstream sides.
A horizontal flow vt, albeit very small, can also be clearly seen (orange curve in Figure 4(d)). That
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Figure 3. (a) Distribution of Mach number v/(C2s + V
2
a )
1/2
, (b) Velocity divergence ∇·v at time t = 96t0.
The black contour lines in panels (a) and (b) show magnetic field lines, and the red curve with the minimum
∇ · v indicates the position of TS front in panel (b). Three straight cuts (blue, green and orange lines) show
the local TS normal directions in panel (b). Panel (c) shows TS heights at times 95.9 and 96.0t0, and the
normal velocity VTSn at t = 96t0. Panel (d) shows the results across and along the TS at t = 96t0 . The
horizontal axis and three sampling cuts (blue, green and orange lines) are same as in panel (b).
indicates the TS is nearly perpendicular in the particular position we picked (also see green line in
Figure 3(b)), and the shock is dynamically evolving with weak horizontal flows.
Along the cut, the momentum component and magnetic flux component are roughly constant
between upstream and downstream regions. As can be seen in Figure 4(e), the relative changes for
ρvn and BtVn −BnVt are roughly 1% and less than ∼ 2% between the upper edge and lower edge of
the TS region (gray shaded regions in Figure 4), respectively. The momentum flux and energy flux
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Figure 4. Variation of primary variables across the shock front along the TS normal direction at x = 0
in the co-moving frame: (a)∇ · v and MF ; (b)pressure p, density ρ and temperature T ; (c) magnetic field
components Bn and Bt; (d) velocity components vn and vt; (e) mass flux and magnetic flux; and (f)
momentum flux and energy flux. The red and blue shades indicate pre-shocked and post-shocked regions,
respectively. The gray shade is for the TS front.
parallel components are also conserved, and the relative changes between upstream and downstream
are still less than ∼ 2% as shown in panel (f). It is noticed that there are unavoidable measurement
errors when estimating TS raising velocity and computing TS normal direction, which causes slight
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deviations from the classic prediction of a steady fast-mode shock. However, conservation conditions
of primary variables are satisfied between upstream and downstream.
The shape of the termination shock is highly variable in time during this unsteady magnetic recon-
nection phase. As the plasmoids emerge and develop, reconnection becomes intermittent (see also
(Shen et al. 2011)) and the speed of the corresponding reconnection outflow changes with time. In
addition, the development of plasmoids inside the current sheet has significant impact on both the
outflow itself and the loop top structure. The downward outflows tend to be separated by growing
plasmoids into multiple fragment with different velocities. Once a plasmoid collides with the closed
magnetic loop and merges into previous loops, the magnetic structure of loop is strongly perturbed.
We found that both temporal outflow speeds and complex loop-top structures could change the shape
of TS front.
In the symmetric case for a classic flare model, it can be expected that TS is a perfectly perpen-
dicular shock at the symmetry center (or the y−axis in this paper) where the magnetic field only
has a horizontal component. In other words, the magnetic field direction both in the upstream and
downstream sides is parallel to the TS front at the symmetry center. However, the magnetic con-
figuration could be asymmetric in many realistic environments, which may cause variations on the
TS geometry. Instead of investigating the asymmetric configuration itself, we show here variable
TS slopes when the system evolves to the asymmetrical case due to the numerical perturbations.
In Figure 5, we display the shape of the TS illustrated by ∇ · v at four different times. The shock
fronts show time-varying shapes including quasi-flat, horizontal and oblique components, curves, and
oblique-flat shapes. In panel (b), a pair of sub-shocks can be seen below the horizontal TS front at
time 96.30t0. It could appear as the reflection of plasma flows becomes strong below the TS, and
disappear once there are not reflected flows in the downstream regions. In the following analysis, we
focus on the upper shock structure which is directly driven by the reconnection downflow, if multiple
sub-shock structures are present at the same x coordinate.
3.2. Dynamics of TSs
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Figure 5. Divergence of fluid velocity at four different time frames showing the shapes of TS front. The
dotted lines indicate the edge of the shock front where primary variables jump crossing shock front. The TS
shape is strongly modified by the intermittent reconnection outflow and loop-top structure.
In Figure 6(a), we plot the distribution of the flow Mach number (v/
√
C2s + V
2
a > 1) along the y
axis (x = 0), which is the direction of the reconnection current sheet, as a function of time between
t = 95t0 and 100t0 (∼7.5 minutes duration) — a representation commonly referred to as a time-
distance map or “stack plot”. The dashed lines indicate the locations of the TS where ∇ · v is
minimum. During this period, the reconnection outflows are accelerated away from the X-point, and
become super-magnetosonic in the exhaust region until they hit the top of the closed flaring loops.
The acceleration of upward and downward moving plasmoids away from the X-point nearby y = 1.4
is clearly seen. It is clear that the edge of v/
√
C2s + V
2
a > 1 separates the upstream side and the
downstream side of the TS around the height 0.6 < y < 0.75. On the upstream side of the shock,
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the Mach number is frequently enhanced during this turbulent reconnection phase, and is directly
affected by the downward outflows with higher velocity.
The local plasma β close to the TS appears to vary with time. The local plasma β is clearly close
to the values in magnetic reconnection downflows, and significantly larger than the plasma β inside
flare loops. As shown in Figure 6(b), the lower range of the local plasma β at the TS is around 100.
This confirms that the TS forms above magnetic loops and the shock properties are not strongly
affected by the plasma inside magnetic loops.
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as functions of time. The dashed lines show minimum ∇ · v, which indicate the height of TS fronts.
In addition, we calculate the compression ratio between upstream and downstream, and show here
how the compression ratio changes spatially and temporally. In Figure 7, we plot gas pressure ratio,
density ratio, temperature ratio, and MF along the shock front. We trace the TS front according
to the minimum ∇ · v at each time, and obtain a set of sampling points at the TS front. For each
sampling point, we then calculate primary variables on upstream/downstream sides by 2D spatial
interpolation along the normal direction of TS front at this point. In Figure 7, the vertical axis shows
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the location of sampling points in the x-direction, and the horizontal axis is for time. During the
plasmoid reconnection phase (95-100 t0), the density compression ratio intermittently increases due
to unsteady reconnection downward flows. The dominant density ratio ranges from 1 to 3 depending
on time and location. The maximum density ratio can be as high as 3.7 near a corner of two oblique
shock fronts where the downstream/upstream density could be slightly overestimated/underestimated
due to interpolation process. The intermittent nature of the quantities for both spatial distribution
and temporal distribution is clear. The variation of pressure and temperature ratios are also clear,
and it is also easy to see that maximum value can larger than 10 and 3, respectively. The distribution
of fast mode Mach number MF also varies in space and time, and ranges from 1 ∼ 3.
In a recent analytical CME/flare eruption model, Forbes et al. (2018) pointed out that the pre-
dicted fast mode Mach number is [2/(γ − 1)]1/2 (Soward & Priest 1982; Forbes 1986) for Petschek
reconnection with an inflow plasma of zero β. In the case of γ = 5/3, this gives MF ≈ 1.73. In fact,
the overall MF in our simulations agrees in general with their expected values as shown in Figure
7(d). Furthermore, MF in our simulation also can occasionally exceed the predicted value due to
the occasion ”bursts” of the outflow speed, which is associated with the development of tearing (or
plasmoid) instabilities.
Along the shock front, the density compression dramatically varies with time. The spatial location
of the maximum density compression ratio is not always at the point directly below the current
sheet (i.e., x = 0), but varies in time from x = −0.02L0 to x = +0.025L0. The highly variable
nature of the density compression along the shock front is associated with the slope of the TS
front, the bursty reconnecting downward flows, and/or the detailed properties of plasmoids. Another
interesting feature is that the spatial position where maximum temperature ratio appears to depart
from either the position of maximum pressure ratio or density ratio at some particular time. For
example, the maximum temperature jump appears at around x > 0 at 97.9t0, while the maximum
density compression appears on another side x < 0 and the maximum pressure ratio can not be found
nearby these region (x ∼ 0) as well. This is not surprising since the magnetic field configuration
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and corresponding magnetic pressure are highly dynamical that causes the complex compression in
downstream region than a steady TS scenario.
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Figure 7. The compression ratio distribution across the TS front at different times. (a) Gas pressure ratio
between post-shock and pre-shock sides; (b) and (c) are density ratio and temperature ratio; (d) is the fast
mode Mach number MF . The threshold condition MF > 1.0 is used to set the plotting range along the TS
front in this figure.
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In Figure 8, we display the normal direction of the shock front and examine the shock property
during its dynamical evolution. We measure the shock normal direction and magnetic field direction
at each point along the shock surface, and show them in Figure 8(a) and (b). We plot the shock-
normal angle, measured from the normal direction to the x-axis, and calculate the interior angle
between TS normal direction and magnetic field direction in panel (c). It can be seen in panels (a)
and (b) that the TS direction dynamically changes during time 95t0 to 100t0. At the system center
(x = 0), the shock front direction ranges from around 60 degrees to around 130 degrees. In panel
(c), we can see that the interior angle is close to 90 degrees at the system center (x = 0), where
the TS can be regarded as a nearly perpendicular shock for most of the time. However, as shown in
Figure 8(c), it is by no means a stable perpendicular shock, as usually depicted in the standard flare
cartoons (references to e.g., Shibata et al. 1995), even at x = 0. Moreover, the TS becomes more
and more oblique towards the edge of shocked surface, where the interior angle gradually decreases
to < 30 degrees.
It is convenient to obtain the TS length measured along the TS front profile on the ∇ · v map. In
Figure 9, we trace shock front profiles extending to the left and right sides from the system center
(x = 0), and define the end points according to the fast mode Mach number. The threshold value at
the end points are chosen either as 1.0 or 1.5. In Figure 9, the cyan line is for the threshold MF > 1.0
and the orange line is plotted for higher threshold value MF > 1.5. Because the evolution of the
length is highly dynamical, the maximum length is larger than 0.09L0 while the minimum length can
be as short as around 0.01L0 at a particular time. Scaling it according to the characteristic length
(L0 = 7.5×104 km) in Section 2, the TS length is in range of < 1 Mm to 6.8 Mm, which is consistent
with the observed values in Chen et al. (2015) (∼ 5 Mm; c.f., their Fig. 3A).
3.3. Effect of Plasmoids on Mach Number
As described above, we have shown that the collision between plasmoids and the closed magnetic
loops can cause dynamic evolution of the TS. The shock front can temporally change its height and
shape. In this section, we look in detail at the shock strength when the collision takes place. We
choose two typical episodes in the following analysis from Case 2 in which the background magnetic
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Figure 8. (a) Normal direction of the TS front at different times. The angles are measured from the x−
axis direction to the normal direction; (b) Magnetic field direction at the shock front; (c) Interior angle
between normal direction and magnetic field direction. The TS front is defined as in Figure 7.
field is relatively stronger due to the initial lower plasma β. In this case, we can see more small scale
magnetic islands during the evolution, and choose two typical events to analyze the TS strength in
detail.
In Figure 10, we demonstrate how the Mach number of the TS changes when a small down-
ward moving blob is merging into the closed magnetic loops. We color the downward flows with
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v/
√
C2s + V
2
A > 1 in panels (a)-(c), and plot the Mach number variations along the y− axis in panel
(d) for different times. At time 94.8t0, the shock front is located at the height y ∼ 0.53L0 where the
maximum Mach number is larger than 2.5. Meanwhile the downward moving magnetic island has
arrived to height y ∼ 0.58L0. We can see a lower Mach number at the core of this magnetic island
due to higher pressure and magnetic field than the ambient downward flows. At time 94.9t0, the
center of this magnetic island arrives at the shock front. In the Mach number plot, it manifests itself
as a slightly lower Mach number valley near the shock front. After this magnetic island has been
totally merged into the previous closed magnetic loops, the TS front appears at a higher altitude,
y ∼ 0.55L0. We can see more clearly the evolution history for this collision process in panel (d). In
this panel, the dashed line is for time 94.9t0 when the magnetic island is crossing the shock front. It
is clear that the fast mode Mach number on the upstream side quickly decreases to around 1.5 from
above 2.5. Once the magnetic island has merged into the magnetic loops, the Mach number rises
again to 2.2 as shown by the dark green line as the shock moved up to a higher altitude.
Another collision event is shown in Figure 11. In this case, the incoming plasmoid has fully
developed for a relatively long time inside the current sheet and grows to a larger size. As this
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Figure 10. Impacts of a small plasmoid on the termination shock.
plasmoid accumulated magnetic flux and mass, it moved more slowly than the ambient outflow. In
panels (a) and (b), we can see the plasma surrounding this magnetic island is sub-magnetosonic at
times 91.8t0 and 91.9t0. At the same time, the TS front is at y ∼ 0.54. Once this magnetic island
reaches the shock front after time 92.0t0, the TS front completely disappears, and the center region
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Figure 11. The TS is destroyed by the well developed plasmoid, and then forms again above the plasmoid.
Panels (a) ∼ (f) are Mach number and velocity divergence contours, and (g) shows Mach number distribution
along the y−axis; Panel (h) shows absolute velocity, local sound speed and local Alfve´n speed along the
y−axis at two particular times using cyan lines(91.8t0) and red lines(92.1t0).
above the closed loops turns to sub-magnetosonic. In this collision process, the TS has been totally
destroyed. At time 92.1t0, a weak shock front re-appears at higher altitude above this magnetic
island. At time 92.3t0, we can see that a new TS has been restored as the plasmoid has merged
fully into the underlying flare loops and the super-magnetosonic reconnection outflows build up in
the upstream region again. The maximum Mach number then rises again to around 1.8. In panel
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(f), it is easy to see that the height of the new TS is y = 0.53, which is even lower than the shock
front before the collision. Therefore, the location of the TS front in y−direction can remarkable vary
during a short period.
In this case, the variation of Mach number along the y− axis is shown in Figure 11(g). As the green
dashed line shows, at time 92.0t0 there is no TS front because the plasma is sub-magnetosonic. We
can examine several characteristic speeds to explore why the shock front may disappear. In panel
(h), we plot the plasma flow speed (V ), sound speed(Cs), and Alfve´n speed (VA) along y− axis at two
particular times, 91.8t0 and 92.1t0. At the early time, 91.8t0, the shock front is at y = 0.538 where
the flow speed drops from 0.37 to around 0.1. Until time 92.1t0, the magnetic island moves down to
the height y = 0.531. Because the magnetic island center has high gas pressure and magnetic field,
the plasma flow speed is around 0.29V0, lower than both the local Alfve´n speed and sound speed. As
shown by the red lines, the plasma speed is still significantly smaller than sound speed in surrounding
regions.
3.4. Termination Shocks with Guide Fields
In this section, we compare the strength of the TS in Cases 3 through 5 with different strengths
of the guide field. The following simulations are performed by adding an initially uniform guide
field Bz. The Bz component might change strength during the evolution. Therefore, Bz could affect
the local pressure equilibrium inside the current sheet significantly. The closed magnetic loops and
corresponding local characteristic speed could, in turn, vary with the changing guide field. In here,
we consider three different initial values of the guide field Bz = 0.05, 0.25, and 0.5B0 (Cases 3, 4,
5 in Table 1) in the simulation zone. The corresponding background plasma β0 is then equal to
pini/(0.5B
2
ini + 0.5B
2
z ), which are ∼ 0.0998, 0.094 and 0.08 in the initial setting of non-dimensional
pressure pini = 0.05 and non-dimensional magnetic strength Bini = 1. We then analyze the TS
properties on the y− axis for above three cases.
Figure 12(a) shows the maximum v/
√
C2s + V
2
A on the upstream side along y− axis at different
times. It is clear that the TS becomes weaker as the guide field increases to 0.5 (triangle points),
and the corresponding maximum v/
√
C2s + V
2
A is less than ∼ 1.8 throughout the time period. In
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the strong guide field case (Bz = 0.5), the upstream Mach number could be less than 1 for a long
time. That means the TS more frequently disappears compared with the weak guide field cases
(Bz = 0.05, 0.25).
Figures 12(b)-(d) show compression ratios across the shock font in different guide field cases. The
gas pressure ratio can be as high as 9 in low guide fields, while it only reaches around 3 in the strong
guide case. The density and temperature ratios vary in range of 1.0 to 3.0 for the weak guide field
cases and are less ∼ 1.8 in the case with guide field Bz = 0.5.
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Figure 12. (a) The maximum v/
√
C2s + V
2
A on the upstream side along the y−axis, and (b-d) compression
ratios between upstream and downstream sides for these times with v/
√
C2s + V
2
A > 1 along y− axis. The
initial guide fields are Bz = 0.05, 0.25, and 0.5B0 in the three cases (Cases 3-5 in Table 1).
3.5. Effects of Thermal Conduction
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In order to obtain a more realistic temperature and density distributions above the loop-top region,
we introduce anisotropic thermal conduction in Case 6 to investigate the effects on the formation
and dynamics of the TS. The evolution of the current sheet and its internal small-scale structures
are different between the cases with and without thermal conduction. For example, small plasmoids
appear at different times and positions in the two cases. We then choose a particular time when the
TS appears at roughly the same height to compare the Mach number of the TS in Cases 7 and 6.
Figure 13 shows the temperature and Mach number distributions around the TS in these two
cases. The Mach numbers are roughly in the same range ∼ 2.2 at these particular times. The
thermal conduction significantly changes the spatial distributions of temperature both in upstream
and downstream regions. However, the maximum outflow speed above the TS is not strongly affected
by the thermal conduction in the violent reconnection phases. It is then no surprise that the shock
strengths are roughly the same in the two cases.
In Figure 14, we plot density and pressure profiles on the downstream side along the shock front
as displayed by red curves in Figure 13. As shown by the cyan lines in Figure 14, obvious density
gradients exist along the shock front. The maximum density can be as high as 1.3 ∼ 1.4 times of the
minimum density at these two particular times. In the case with thermal conduction (Figure 14 (b)),
the pressure profile shows a higher center bump, which matches well with density distribution because
thermal conduction causes a more temperature diffusion along the TS front. Except the significant
density enhancement at the center, similar to the case without thermal conduction, the left side of
the shock is, in general, slightly denser than the right side, which is largely due to the asymmetry
of the termination shock. Interestingly, in the radio spectral imaging observations made by Chen et
al. (2015), there does seem to a density gradient along the TS front in their Fig. 3(A): the radio
frequency distribution of the radio sources, which is a measure of the local plasma density, is not
constant along the shock front, but instead shows a systematic decrease from left to right. Although
the observed density gradient may be attributed to a different origin such as the projection effect,
and a detailed comparison is beyond the scope of our current paper (largely due to the 2D nature of
the simulation and observation), we point out that the dynamic evolution of TSs can undoubtedly
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introduce a density variation along the TSs, which may be compared with future observational results
of TSs made with radio spectral imaging .
We perform statistical analysis during a short period and compare the shock compression ratio
distribution between two cases in Figure 15. We include a set of sampling points along the TS front
at each time within ∼2 Alfve´n times around these two particular times shown in Figure 13. These
sampling points are chosen along the TS front as shown in Figure 3. We then interpolate primary
variables on both upstream and downstream sides at each sampling point along the local TS normal
direction, and obtain pressure, density and temperature ratios across the TS. The normalized number
distribution for different compression ratios is plotted in Figure 15. We can see that the gas pressure
ratio can be higher than 5 in both cases, and density ratio can be higher than 3. The dominant
density ratio range is from 1 to 3, and dominant temperature ratio is less 2 in both cases. The basic
features are similar between these two cases. However, the higher density compression ratio (> 2)
occurrence probability is about 60% for the thermal conduction case and less then ∼35% in Case 7.
Temperature ratios larger than 2 are slightly more frequent in thermal conduction case.
4. IMPLICATIONS
Simulations performed in this work revealed a dynamical nature of the flare TS driven by inter-
mittent fast outflows of magnetic reconnection. Here we discuss briefly the implication of the above
results on the acceleration of particles at the TS and observations of TS signatures.
As the upstream plasmoids and magnetic fluctuations interact with the magnetic loop in the loop-
top region, the flare TS is likely to be turbulent and rippled, which may enhance the injection rate
for electron acceleration (Guo et al. 2012; Guo & Giacalone 2015). The typical compression ratio
of 1.5–2.5 produced in the simulations is consistent with the value reported by Chen et al. (2015),
C = ndown/nup ≈ 1.7 implied from the observed split-band spectral feature associated with the radio
emission from the TS, assuming the high- and low-frequency lane are from the downstream and
upstream side of the shock respectively. In diffusive shock acceleration theory, the compression ratio
implies a power-law distribution of f(E) ∝ E−δ with δ ∼2.5–5.0 (Blandford & Eichler 1987). This
seems to be consistent with those derived from observations of coronal hard X-ray (HXR) sources
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Figure 13. Temperature and Mach number distribution in two simulations with (Case 6) and without
(Case 7) thermal conduction. Red lines indicate TS fronts.
for a large number of flare events at or near the limb, in which the intense footpoint HXR sources
are occulted behind the limb and the weaker coronal HXR sources are revealed (Effenberger et al.
2017). The strong variations in compression ratio in space and time should cause rapid variations in
the flux and spectrum of accelerated particles. Future particle acceleration studies need to take into
account the more realistic shock features.
Magnetic configurations in post-shocked regions also show highly complex features in our numeri-
cal experiments. The corresponding plasma compression and curved magnetic field lines can be seen
in these regions as well due to the interaction between downflows and the loop top (as shown in
Figure 10). These features suggest that energetic electrons have more opportunity to be trapped in
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Figure 14. Density and gas pressure distributions along the shock front (see red lines on Fig13(c)(d)) on
the post-shocked sides. Panel (a) is relative to Figure 13(c) and panel (b) is for Figure 13(d), respectively.
The horizontal axis is the distance measured from the left-end of the shock front.
Figure 15. Compression ratio distribution in two cases with and without thermal conduction.
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downstream regions. In fact, Chen et al. (2015)’s analysis has shown that radio spike sources corre-
sponding a TS appear to separate movements after the TS has been disturbed by plasma downflows.
These source movements are likely to be caused by changes of electron spatial distribution, or mag-
netic structures that trap energetic electrons downstream. Therefore, further studies of the electron
acceleration mechanism across TSs and dynamical evolution properties downstream are needed to
compare with radio and hard X-ray observations in detail.
The dynamical TS evolution might affect observable signals in spectrum profiles for spectral lines
of high temperature plasma. Guo et al. (2017) model the synthetic emission of the Fe XXI 1354.08
A˚ line along the reconnection outflow(and downflow) direction, which is sensitive to ∼10 MK plasma
and is routinely observed by the Interface Region Imaging Spectrograph (IRIS). They inserted an
artificial termination shock into a Petschek-type reconnection geometry with plasmoid instability,
and found that the termination shock leads to enhanced line intensity as well as blue- and/or red-
shifted features (depending on the viewing geometry) in the Fe XXI line profile, which are mainly
associated with the heated and compressed plasma in the downstream of the TS. They suggested
such signatures may be identified in the observed IRIS Fe XXI spectra. As our numerical simulations
show, the dynamical TS causes the highly complex TS front and post-shocked plasma structures. In
this case, the Fe XXI line profile may include more abundant fine features in either the line width or
emission strength, which is worthwhile for further investigations in the future.
5. SUMMARY
In this work, we performed a set of numerical experiments within the framework of the classic
Kopp-Pneuman flare configuration to investigate the formation and dynamics of TSs in solar flares.
We focus on the region of the lower portion of the reconnection current sheet and the top of the
closed flare arcades where the TS is formed. We find that as the reconnection rate increases, the
speed of the reconnection outflow steadily grows and, at some point, exceeds the local magnetosonic
speed at the top of the flare arcades, thereby forming a TS at the looptop. We further show that
the TS is highly dynamic, which responses promptly to the interaction between the intermittent
reconnection flows in the shock upstream region and the obstacle in the downstream—the closed
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flare arcades. The TS front can be clearly delineated by the minimum of the velocity divergence,
which allows us to analyze the physical parameters along the TS front in detail. To the contrary of
previous assumptions for a steady-state, flat TS, however, our simulations show that the TS front can
be highly variable and asymmetric, displaying a variety of morphologies from flat, sloped, curved,
to fragmentary or completely disrupted during the arrival of plasmoids of different sizes. We also
make detailed measurements along the TS front on its compression ratio, fast mode Mach number,
and inclination as it evolves. We find that, although they vary significantly with time and location,
the fast mode Mach number and the density compression ratio ranges in MF ≈1–3 and C ≈1.5–2.5,
respectively, which are broadly consistent with the results derived from the radio observations by
Chen et al. (2015). We also investigate the effects of reconnection guide field and anisotropic thermal
conduction on the shock formation and strength. We find that a strong guide field would, in general,
reduce the shock strength or even suppress the shock formation completely. The introduction of
thermal conduction would alter the details of the density compression and temperature distribution
along the shock, and may widen the reconnection outflows and in turn, the width of the TS, but it
has relatively small impacts on the shock Mach number.
Our main findings are summarized as follows:
1. The morphology of the TS varies with time. During a short quasi-steady period, the TS front
appears as the combination of one ideal flat shock front and two oblique components. Once the
shock has been disturbed by enhanced outflows, downward moving plasmoids or oscillation of loop
top structures, the shock shape becomes highly dynamical and the variation can quickly take place
in a few of Alfve´n times scale. The typical length of TS front profile temporally varies in the range
of < 0.01L0 to 0.09L0 (< 1 to 6.8 Mm), which is consistent with the previous observations (e.g., ∼5
Mm in Chen et al. (2015)).
2. The TS front normally consists of both perpendicular and oblique fast-mode shocks. The location
of the perpendicular shock is not always at the system center. The slope of the shock front in the
perpendicular region can change away from horizontal. However, the center region of a TS front
appears to be nearly perpendicular, where the interior angle between shock normal and magnetic
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field direction is close to 90 degrees. Quasi-parallel shock fronts are rare, and only can be seen at the
edge of most compression regions where the shock compression is relatively weak.
3. A high density compression ratio can be found in dynamical TSs, and ranges from 1.5 to 2.5
for the most strongest compression regions. The maximum compression ratio can be as high as 3.7
at some particular regions and times. The density compression ratio implied in Chen et al. (2015)
is ∼ 1.7 obtained from the bandsplitting feature, which may correspond to a weak-shock case in
our simulations. Along the TS front, the density variation is also easy to see due to the dynamical
evolution, which could be a observational feature in future works. Pressure and temperature ratios
also show highly dynamical features. The temperature ratios are 2 ∼ 3, and the pressure ratio has
normally larger values ranging from 1 to 5, and even close to 10.
4. Downward moving plasmoids can significantly reduce the strength of the termination shock.
A well developed plasmoid may totally destroy the previous TS front, but a new one appears once
the plasmoid merges into closed flare magnetic loops. This process leads to violent oscillation of TS
height. That is an important feature of intermittent magnetic reconnection.
5. A background magnetic guide field causes both lower Mach numbers and compression ratios for
TSs. A strong guide field obviously increases the local Alfve´n speed, which results in lower Mach
number. However, the impact of a weak guide field is relatively small. In cases with 5% or 25% guide
field, both the Mach number and compression ratio can still be larger than 2.
The basic features of TSs in simulations with anisotropic thermal conduction are consistent with
other cases that do not include it. Because the unsteady magnetic reconnection rate is not strongly
affected by thermal conduction, it is not surprising that the maximum Mach number is around M ∼ 2,
which is in the same range as cases without thermal conduction. The compression ratio distributions
are also similar with other cases. However, the thermal conduction can lead to wider reconnection
outflows. Therefore, the length of TSs can be slightly larger.
Finally, the findings of the paper need to be further confirmed and extended in three-dimensional
(3D) simulations. Recent large-scale 3D numerical simulations have shown that the reconnection
outflow region is filled with 3D magnetic structures and turbulence (Daughton et al. 2011; Guo et al.
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2015; Huang & Bhattacharjee 2016; Beresnyak 2017). The shock front is likely to be fully turbulent
and rippled at a range of spatial scales. We defer a detailed analysis and discussion on 3D simulations
to a future study.
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